
Hats Off to the Straw Bonnet Makers! 
  

From the 1700s to the 1870s straw plaiting was widely 

practised, mainly as a cottage industry, in the Home 

Counties, especially in Bedfordshire, Hertfordshire, 

Buckinghamshire and Berkshire. This work was usually 

done by women and young children and the money raised 

helped support families often on very low incomes.The plait 

was made in a great variety of patterns, some more 

complicated than others and requiring great skill, with 

names like plain, pearl, bird’s eye, whipcord, imitation 

leghorn and English wave. When a plait of twenty yards 

length, a “score”, had been finished it was prepared for 

sale, usually being either bleached or dyed.Agents would 

then collect the scores and deliver them to the hat makers, 

or women would sell their own work at “plait markets”. The 

Luton area was famous for its straw hat industry, which is 

why the Luton football team is still known as the “Hatters”. 

Hat makers would carefully sew the plaits together, edge 

to edge, and then press the material into shape over wooden hat blocks. Hats could be 

decorated with ribbons and flowers; they could also be covered or lined with fabric. 

 

Statistics from the census show that there were 5 males and 273 females involved in straw hat 

making in Gloucestershire in 1861. From about 1830 to 1870 local trade directories listed 13 

women working as straw bonnet makers in Thornbury. There may have been more but not 

everyone could afford to pay for such advertisements! Among those named were Mrs Mary 

Bruton with her daughters Elizabeth and Emma who lived towards the top end of the High 

Street, now Number 44. Other straw bonnet makers were Mrs Elizabeth Collings, Elizabeth Eley, 

Mary Neate, Elizabeth Saise, Miss Elizabeth Sly, Sarah Smith, Mrs Joseph Smith, Matilda and 

Priscilla Sperrin and Kezia Thomas; some described themselves as milliners and straw bonnet 

makers. From about 1877 to the early 1900s there were only 4 or 5 milliners advertising in the 

local directories; some were dressmakers too. It is likely that Thornbury’s straw bonnet makers 

purchased already plaited scores from the Home Counties in order to make their hats. 

 

The plaiting industry went into steep decline around the 

mid 1870s as imports of cheaper lighter plait came in from 

China and Japan. Also the education acts of that time 

meant children were required to attend school rather than 

work at plaiting. However straw hats, particularly boaters, 

continued to be very popular up to the time of the First 

World War and the hat industry in some areas still 

flourished, but using foreign plait. 

 

PHOTOS 

1. Thought to be either Elizabeth or Emma Bruton, with her father James. She probably made 

the straw hat she is holding. 

 

2. Thornbury men in straw boaters, camping on the Pithay near the castle before 1917. 
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